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Established in 1996, Jupiter Entertain-
ment has produced hit primetime series and
specials for such clients as A&E (City Confi-
dential, America’s Castles, Smith County
Lockup), Court TV (Dominick Dunne’s Power
Privilege & Justice), The History Channel
(Human Weapon, The Vatican Revealed),
Oxygen (Relentless), National Geographic
(Gearhead Gladiators), The Biography Chan-
nel (Biography), and other shows for Outdoor
Life Network, Animal Planet, Speed Chan-
nel, and fuse.

From its long-running, critically-acclaimed
Oxygen series Snapped to the Animal Planet
reality show King of the Jungle, Jupiter has
devoted itself  to creating popular programs
by focusing on the timeless ingredients of
great storytelling, big characters, and quality
production values. Jupiter uses a wide variety
of  genres and formats for a diverse array of  clients. The company also recently
has embraced the move to high-definition video, bringing new cinematic rich-
ness to its latest projects.

Its work in New Orleans was for Investigation Discovery, which is part of  the
Discovery network of  channels that includes Discovery, TLC, Animal Planet,
Science Channel, Military Channel, and Discovery Health. 

Producer Michael Rogers spoke to me about his particular interest in the New
Orleans story. “The Vince Marinello case is interesting on numerous levels,” he
said. “Marinello was a local Italian-American boy made good. He was widely
admired in the city until his wife’s murder, and many elements of  Vince’s life
reflected the history and culture of  New Orleans.” 

He continued, “This story fits in perfectly with our series because every episode
we produce will feature stories that not only relate to a crime but also to the
culture of  the city in which it took place.”

Besides enjoying some wonderful meals, Rogers contributed to our local econ-
omy by hiring a resident audio technician, Brian James, who splits his time
between Florida and New Orleans. 

“This was our first shoot with Brian James,” Rogers explains. “He came
recommended by another New Orleans audio technician we had worked with
before, and has worked out very well.”

Rogers also accepted the hospitality of  former newscaster Lea Sinclair of  the
New Orleans Tourism Marketing Corporation, who he found particularly help-
ful in setting up interviews, finding locations, and obtaining stock B-roll. Other
crew included director of  photography Paul Forster, who has shot for Jupiter
for years. Rogers explains, “Paul has worked with Jupiter on projects in more
than 40 states and in projects overseas. He’s been with us everywhere, from Russia
to Israel to Korea.”

Although the production shot in the heart of  a New Orleans summer,
Rogers is no stranger to the Southern heat and humidity. He’s a native of
Southeast Georgia who now resides in Tennessee, and is very much a South-
erner himself, admitting to having had a wonderful time shooting in both
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PRODUCTION COMPANY SHOOTS CRIME SPECIAL

L
ike any city, New Orleans has its share of  the bizarre, which sometimes makes for peculiar stories. Such a scenario is
exactly what brought a Knoxville, Tennessee, production company to the Crescent City. Jupiter Entertainment conducted
interviews and shot footage last August for a special on the high-profile Vince Marinello murder case.

Louisiana and Mississippi. 
“Louisiana is a great state filled with

great people,” he says. But he admits that
he may plan a little differently next time.
“It might be more pleasant to shoot there
in November than in August!”

Nonetheless, the charm of  the city still
was overwhelming for the crew. Rogers
relates, “Every time I come to New Orleans
I am reminded what an incredibly diverse
and fascinating city this is. The food is
particularly wonderful, and we had what
may have been our best wrap dinner ever
at K-Paul’s.” 

He admits to his love for shooting in the
city and welcomes any opportunity to shoot
here.

“New Orleans is unique,” he says. “I
would put it in the same category as San

Francisco or New York in that there is no other American city that is like it. The
look of  the city, the diverse population, and the unique blend of  cultures make
it a very special place.” 

But having incorporated high-definition video into the production mix has
brought about its own set of  challenges, including the need for a nearby supply
of  power at all times, as well as having to deal with the “New Orleans Glow,”
as Rogers calls it.

“Some might refer to it as flop sweat,” he describes, “and it was hard to deal
with in New Orleans in August.” 

But still, they found shooting in high-def  to be a great aesthetic experience
with a city as visual as New Orleans. Does he feel that high-def  is changing the
face of  television program production? “Yes. Clearly our shows look better than
they used to and our shooters appreciate the fact that some of  our cameras are
far less bulky than they used to be.” 

But on a less positive note, he adds, “We have shot thousands of  tapes all
around the world in the last decade and a half. Much of  this footage was shot
on D-Beta, so we’re not able to use it as much as we’d like because of  the differ-
ence in quality.”

Having too good of  quality is a good problem to have, though. Jupiter has
produced such popular programs as the History Channel’s Crime Wave and
Oxygen’s Captured, and these fascinating and fun projects are conceptualized
in-house. 

Rogers explains, “Jupiter has a talented and creative team that develops and
pitches new shows. Once they come up with the concepts, they pitch the ideas
to the networks and then collaborate with the network executives from there.”

Sounds like a dream job, and to see the results of  this particular program,
look for the new special Secret City on Investigation Discovery in early 2011, and
monitor updates at www.investigation.discovery.com. Also, note that Jupiter Enter-
tainment takes submissions for story ideas at their production offices in Knoxville
at info@jupiterent.com.
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